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Abstract

Synapses between cochlear nerve terminals and hair cells are the most vulnerable elements in the inner ear in both noise-induced and age-related hearing loss, and this neuropathy is exacerbated in the absence of efferent feedback from the olivocochlear bundle. If age-related loss is dominated by a lifetime of exposure to environmental sounds, reduction of acoustic drive to the inner ear might improve cochlear preservation throughout life. To test this, we removed the tympanic membrane unilaterally in one group of young adult mice, removed the olivocochlear bundle in another group and compared their cochlear function and innervation to age-matched controls one year later. Results showed that tympanic membrane removal, and the associated threshold elevation, was counterproductive: cochlear efferent innervation was dramatically reduced, especially the lateral olivocochlear terminals to the inner hair cell area, and there was a corresponding reduction in the number of cochlear nerve synapses. This loss led to a decrease in the amplitude of the suprathreshold cochlear neural responses. Similar results were seen in two cases with conductive hearing loss due to chronic otitis media. Outer hair cell death was increased only in ears lacking medial olivocochlear innervation following olivocochlear bundle cuts. Results suggest the novel ideas that 1) the olivocochlear efferent pathway has a dramatic use-dependent plasticity even in the adult ear and 2) a component of the lingering auditory processing disorder seen in humans after persistent middle-ear infections is cochlear in origin.

Introduction

Age-related hearing loss is the most common cause of hearing impairment in adults. Loss of threshold sensitivity tends to be bilaterally symmetric, more pronounced at high frequencies, and associated with difficulty in speech discrimination, causing social isolation and cognitive deficits [1–3]. While threshold detection can be improved with hearing aids, gain in intelligibility is often poor, particularly in noisy environments [4]. Even when thresholds are well preserved, speech intelligibility among aged listeners drops in difficult listening environments [5–8].
Loss of cochlear hair cells is a major cause of threshold elevation in age-related hearing loss. In both humans and animals, aging ears show progressive hair cell loss, beginning in the basal, high-frequency end of the cochlear spiral. However, hair cells are not the most vulnerable elements. In both noise-induced [9] and age-related hearing loss [10], the synaptic connections between hair cells and cochlear nerve terminals degenerate first. This primary neural degeneration does not affect thresholds, if diffusely distributed along the cochlea. Indeed, 80% of the cochlear nerve can be lost without threshold elevation, so long as the hair cells are intact [11]. However, this "hidden hearing loss" likely contributes to decreased ability to understand speech, especially in a noisy environment [12].

In aging mice, the number of synaptic connections between cochlear sensory neurons and hair cells decreases by 50% over the 2-year lifespan, and by 25% at middle age, when there is not yet any loss of hair cells [10]. This age-related neuropathy is exacerbated by removing the cochlea’s neuronal feedback, the olivocochlear (OC) bundle: a de-efferented cochlea at middle age looks like a normal cochlea near the end of life [13]. OC feedback comprises two systems: medial (M)OC neurons projecting to outer hair cells, and lateral (L)OC neurons projecting to cochlear nerve terminals in the inner hair cell area [14]. Both systems protect the ear from acoustic overstimulation: MOC fibers by decreasing the outer hair cell’s normal contribution to amplification of sound-induced mechanical vibrations [15], and LOC fibers by reducing glutamate excitotoxicity at the cochlear nerve / hair cell synapses [16].

Hearing thresholds in some non-industrialized societies show minimal deterioration with age, suggesting that cochlear aging is exacerbated by a lifetime of acoustic insults [17–18]. Inspired by these classic human studies, we set out to test whether cochlear neuropathy in normal or de-efferented mice could be minimized, or prevented, by chronically limiting acoustic exposure. Since the ambient noise level in our vivarium is already low, the most effective way to reduce acoustic drive was to surgically remove the eardrum on one side. We observed that one year of conductive hearing loss causes an ipsilateral decrease in LOC innervation and an increase in the age-related loss of afferent synapses. This unanticipated finding suggests significant plasticity of the cochlea’s afferent and efferent innervation, even in the fully developed ear, and is relevant to the treatment of chronic middle-ear infections.

**Materials and Methods**

**Animals, Groups and Statistical Analysis**

Male CBA/CaJ mice at 6 wks of age were assigned to one of four groups: 1) Control animals (n = 11); 2) OCx animals (n = 16), in which the olivocochlear (OC) bundle was surgically transected unilaterally and 3) TMx animals (n = 10), in which the tympanic membrane (TM) was removed unilaterally. Two additional mice from the OCx group were analyzed separately, as they had conductive hearing loss due to otitis media (OM) on the side contralateral to the OC transection.

For all groups, mice were anesthetized with xylazine (20 mg/kg, i.p.) and ketamine (100 mg/kg, i.p.). For the OCx group, the mouse was held in a stereotaxic apparatus with the scalp retracted. A #11 scalpel blade was lowered into the brain through a skull opening at a position 5.9 mm caudal and 1 mm lateral to the bregma and to a depth of 6.9 mm from the surface. For the TMx group, the entire pars tensa of the TM was resected using a right-angle hook. The status of the membrane was re-checked at each cochlear function test day (see below); the resection sometimes had to be repeated, but always became permanent by 16 wks.

After surgery, all mice were returned to the animal care facility. Ambient sound pressure levels inside the cages were previously described [13]. When animal-care personnel were not in the room, sound pressure levels, analyzed in half-octave bands and at 100 msec intervals, were...
below 40 dB SPL throughout the range of mouse hearing, i.e. from 4 to 64 kHz. Peak noise levels occurred during cage cleaning and daily maintenance, tended to be higher on weekdays than on the weekend and never exceeded 70 dB SPL.

Cochlear function was assessed bilaterally via auditory brainstem responses (ABRs) and distortion product otoacoustic emissions (DPOAEs) at 8, 11, 16, 22, 32, 45 and 64 wks of age. After the final cochlear function test, cochleas were fixed by intracardiac perfusion and removed for histological processing and confocal analysis of hair cell and synaptic degeneration.

All procedures were approved by the IACUC of the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary. Two-way repeated-measure ANOVAs, adjusted with the Holm-Bonferroni correction, were used to assess the significance of group differences.

Cochlear Function Tests
For measuring ABRs and DPOAEs, animals were anesthetized with xylazine (20 mg/kg, i.p.) and ketamine (100 mg/kg, i.p.) and placed in an acoustically and electrically shielded room maintained at 32°C. The intertragal notch was slit prior to each electrophysiological recording session to allow stereotyped seating of the acoustic delivery system with a direct and unobstructed path to the eardrum. Acoustic stimuli were delivered through a custom acoustic system consisting of two miniature dynamic earphones used as sound sources (CUI CDMG15008-03A) and an electret condenser microphone (Knowles FG-23329-PO7) coupled to a probe tube to measure sound pressure near the eardrum.

Digital stimulus generation and response processing were handled by digital I-O boards from National Instruments driven by custom LabVIEW software. For ABRs, stimuli were 5-msec tone pips (0.5 msec cos² rise-fall) delivered in alternating polarity at 35/sec. Electrical responses were measured via Grass needle electrodes at the vertex and pinna with a ground reference near the tail and amplified 10,000X with a 0.3–3 kHz passband. Responses to as many as 1024 stimuli were averaged at each sound pressure level, as level was varied in 5 dB steps from below threshold up to 80 dB SPL. For DPOAEs, stimuli were two primary tones f₁ and f₂ (f₂/f₁ = 1.2), with f₁ level always 10 dB above f₂ level. Primaries were swept in 5 dB steps from 20 to 80 dB SPL (for f₂). The DPOAE at 2f₁-f₂ was extracted from the ear canal sound pressure after both waveform and spectral averaging. Noise floor was defined as the average of 6 spectral points below, and 6 above, the 2f₁-f₂ point. Threshold was computed by interpolation as the primary level (f₂) required to produce a DPOAE of 0 dB SPL.

Cochlear Processing, Immunostaining and Histological Analysis
Mice were perfused intracardially with 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate buffer. Cochleas were decalcified, dissected into half-turns and permeabilized by freeze/thawing. The half-turns were blocked in 5% normal horse serum (NHS) with 0.3% Triton X-100 (TX) in PBS for 1 hr, followed by incubation for ~19 hrs at 37°C in primary antibodies diluted in 1% NHS with 0.3% TritonX. Primary antibodies included 1) mouse (IgG1) anti-CtBP2 from BD Biosciences at 1:200 to visualize pre-synaptic ribbons, 2) mouse (IgG2a) anti-GluA2, from Millipore at 1:2000 to visualize post-synaptic glutamate receptor patches, and 3) rabbit anti-VAT from Abcam at 1:200 to allow quantification cochlear efferent terminals. Primary incubations were followed by 2 sequential 60-min incubations at 37°C in species-appropriate secondary antibodies with 0.3% TritonX.

Histological analyses were based on high-power confocal z-stacks of the sensory epithelium whole-mounts obtained at half-octave intervals along the cochlear spiral from 5.6 to 64 kHz. To accurately identify regions of interest, cochlear lengths were obtained for each case by tracing the cochlear spiral in low-power images of the dissected pieces using a custom plug-in
running under ImageJ (v1.44) that translates cochlear position into frequency using the map for the mouse [19]. Confocal z-stacks were obtained with a glycerol-immersion objective (63X, numerical aperture = 1.3) at 3.17X digital zoom on a Leica TCS SP5. Image spacing in the z plane was set to 0.25 μm, and the z-span was carefully adjusted for each stack to include all synaptic elements in all of the 9–12 hair cells from each row included in each stack, typically requiring ~100 images per stack. Two adjacent stacks were always obtained in each cochlear region sampled.

Four types of information were extracted from inner hair cell and outer hair cell areas in each cochlea: 1) counts of afferent synapses, 2) spatial analysis of afferent synapse locations and inner hair cell alignment along the modiolar-pillar axis, 3) counts of hair cell survival, and 4) the degree of de-efferentation in inner and outer hair cell areas.

1. Pre-synaptic ribbons and post-synaptic glutamate receptor patches in the inner hair cell area were counted from each confocal z-stack using the connected components tool in Amira® (Visage Imaging), which finds and displays each voxel space in an image stack containing pixel values greater than a user-set criterion. To quantitatively assess the pairing of pre- and post-synaptic elements, we used custom software that extracts the voxel space within 1 μm around each ribbon (or receptor patch) and produces a thumbnail array of these miniature projections, that can be scanned to count synapses (i.e. ribbons with closely apposed receptor patches) vs. orphan ribbons or orphan receptor patches [20]. The synaptic count in each z-stack was divided by the number of inner hair cells based on counts of their nuclei (including fractional estimates), which stain faintly with anti-CtBP2.

2. To assess the spatial organization of inner hair cell afferent synapses, and the alignment of inner hair cells themselves, we used an approach described in detail elsewhere [21]. Briefly, a user-defined modiolar-pillar axis was superimposed on the zy projection of each z-stack, using custom LabVIEW software. An orthogonal (habenular-cuticular) axis was computed, and the origin defined as the midpoint of the synaptic cloud, along each axis, after transformation to the new coordinate system. Inner hair cell alignment was assessed by measuring the distance between the outermost inner hair cell nuclei along the transformed modiolar-pillar axis.

3. Hair cells in each z-stack were counted by increasing the image output-gain (gamma adjust): Inner hair cell nuclei stain faintly with the CtBP2 antibody, and the outer hair cell somata are visible via their faint background label in several confocal channels, as well as by the presence of synaptic ribbons, even when the efferent terminals are missing.

4. The degree of de-efferentation was assessed in both inner and outer hair cell areas from maximum projections of the VAT-immunostaining in the z-stacks. In both inner and outer hair cell area, the OC innervation was quantified by applying the same threshold algorithm from ImageJ and counting the total number of pixels in maximum projections.

**Results**

**Analysis of Cochlear Function and Hair Cell Loss**

In one group of young (6 wk) mice, we removed most of the TM on one side, and in a second group, we cut the OC bundle on one side (Fig 1). In a third control group, we left everything intact except for a surgical slit at the intertragal notch, which we use in all groups to better visualize the eardrum during cochlear function tests.
Conductive hearing loss was produced by removing the tympanic membrane (TM). The sound attenuation produced by TM perforation depends strongly on the size of the defect [22–23]. Here, TM removal caused an acute threshold elevation of ~25 dB, when measured by ABRs (Fig 2A), a loss comparable to that reported in otitis media [24–25]. Conductive lesions cause larger threshold shifts when measured by DPOAEs (Fig 2B). ABRs, the summed electrical activity of cochlear nerve and auditory brainstem, reflect the reduced sound transmission through the middle ear. However, DPOAEs, which are electrical distortions created, amplified and reverse-transduced back into mechanical vibrations by outer hair cells, are doubly attenuated: first because the reduced sound transmission from ear canal to inner ear reduces the effective stimulus intensity, and second, because reduced transmission of the emissions from the inner ear back to the ear canal reduces the response amplitude [26].

All groups were housed in the vivarium until ~64 wks of age, i.e. ~60% of their average (2.1 yr) lifespan [10], and cochlear function was tested at roughly log-spaced time intervals. Over the first 64 wks of life, there was only a slight (<3 dB) deterioration of mean ABR and DPOAE thresholds in control ears (Fig 2), as expected from prior study [10]. In the OCx ears, age-related threshold deterioration was amplified on the side ipsilateral to the cut, as expected based on prior work showing that cochlear de-efferentation exacerbates both cochlear synaptopathy and hair cell damage [13]. To our surprise, the TMx ears, rather than being protected from age-related threshold changes, also showed increased threshold deterioration, especially in the ABR measures, although with a delayed onset relative to the OCx ears (Fig 2A). In the TMx group, the smaller age-related deterioration of DPOAE thresholds vs. ABR thresholds is consistent with a neural etiology, but this interpretation must be viewed with caution, since

Fig 1. Schematics of the auditory periphery, including the TM, the cochlea and the brainstem locations of the cell bodies of the medial (M) and lateral (L) olivocochlear (OC) neurons. A: Conductive hearing loss was produced by unilateral resection of the TM (TMx). B: Cochlear de-efferentation was produced by a stereotaxic section of the olivocochlear bundle in the dorsal surface of the brainstem (OCx). doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0142341.g001
DPOAE thresholds immediately after TM removal were already near the ceiling for this measure. The contralateral ears of both TMx and OCx groups showed minimal age-related changes in cochlear thresholds.

In two of the OCx cases, otitis media (OM) developed immediately in the ear opposite the OC lesion, and never resolved. The TM opacity associated with otitis media is clearly visible during cochlear function testing. As seen in Fig 2, these ears also showed significant threshold elevation, as expected from filling of the middle-ear air space with fluid. Interestingly, these two cases also showed increased age-related deterioration of ABR thresholds in the OM ears from 8–64 wks of age, similar to that seen after TM removal (Fig 2A).

At 64 wks, the ears with conductive hearing loss showed slightly more ABR threshold elevation at high frequencies (50–60 dB) than at low frequencies (35–45 dB), compared to age-matched controls (Fig 3A). In OCx ears, ABR threshold shifts in the ipsilateral ears were flatter with frequency (Fig 3A). At high frequencies, the similarity between DPOAE shifts and ABR shifts in the OCx ipsi group suggests that outer hair cell dysfunction underlies the threshold elevation. There is a slight threshold elevation in ears contralateral to either OC lesion or TM removal (Fig 3A and 3B); however, the differences from control were not statistically significant (p > 0.05). The mean suprathreshold amplitudes of ABR wave 1 were larger in the contralateral TMx and OCx cases (Fig 3C), especially at lower frequencies (5–16 kHz), where the differences re controls were statistically significant (p < 0.05 for OCx and p < 0.01 for TMx ears).

In control ears, there is virtually no loss of either inner or outer hair cells over the first 64 wks of life (Fig 4). Removal of the TM causes no additional hair cell loss. However, cutting the OC bundle causes a small, but statistically significant, increase in outer hair cell loss (p << 0.01), scattered throughout the cochlear spiral (Fig 4A). In none of the groups was there loss of inner hair cells outside of the extreme basal (high-frequency) tip of the cochlea (Fig 4B).

Analysis of Efferent Innervation Density

To evaluate the OC innervation, we immunostained the cochlear sensory epithelium with a cholinergic marker: vesicular acetylcholine transporter (VAT). As seen in confocal image
stacks, each outer hair cell is normally contacted by a cluster of VAT-positive MOC terminals (Fig 5A and 5B). In the inner hair cell area, VAT-positive LOC terminals are smaller and more diffusely organized within the inner spiral bundle, which runs near the basolateral poles of the inner hair cells. The LOC terminals make synaptic contacts primarily with the dendrites of cochlear nerve terminals near their hair cell synapses [27].

Fig 3. Threshold shifts (A,B) and changes in suprathreshold amplitude (C,D) for ABR (A,C) and DPOAEs (B,D), as measured at 64 wks and normalized to mean age-matched controls. Means (±SEMs) are shown. Amplitudes are computed by extracting the mean response for each ear at each stimulus frequency for stimulus levels from 60–80 dB SPL, inclusive. Groups and group sizes are as defined in Fig 2. Key in C applies to all panels. Downward arrows indicate that the DPOAE thresholds were at or near the measurement ceiling, thus response changes are a minimum estimate.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0142341.g003

Fig 4. Age-related loss of outer hair cells was increased by OC lesion, but not by chronic conductive hearing loss.

Mean survival (± SEMs) of outer hair cells (A) and inner hair cells (B) as a function of cochlear location. Cochleas were harvested at 64 wks. Groups and group sizes are as defined in Fig 2. Key in A also applies to B.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0142341.g004
Fig 5. Effects of chronic conductive hearing loss (E,F,G,H) or OC lesion (I,J,K,L) on efferent and afferent innervation in the inner and outer hair cells areas, as compared to control (A,B,C,D). Each row of images (e.g. A,B) contains a pair of maximal projections of a confocal z-stack through 10–12 adjacent hair cells, viewed either in the xy (acquisition) plane (left) or the zy (digitally rotated) plane (right). Each afferent synapse in the inner hair cell area (C,G,K) appears as a closely apposed pair of red (anti-CtBP2) and green...
When accurately positioned, brainstem cuts (Fig 1B) can completely eliminate LOC and MOC projections to the ipsilateral ear, as illustrated in Fig 5I and 5L, and as shown more quantitatively in Fig 6A, 6C and 6D. In 8 out of 16 cases, survival of LOC and MOC terminals was $< 25\%$ at all cochlear locations (Fig 6A). We defined this subset as the \textit{OCx} cases. As shown in Fig 6C and 6D, the de-efferentation in this subgroup was similarly effective throughout the cochlear spiral. The small but significant decrease in OC innervation in the contralateral ears (p $<< 0.01$ for MOC; p $<< 0.01$ for LOC at frequencies above 22 kHz) could arise because a small fraction of OC neurons project bilaterally [14] and undergo retrograde degeneration after severing the axonal projection to one ear. The larger contralateral effect on the MOC system may arise because the cut is deep enough to sever some of the contralaterally projecting MOC axons in the ipsilateral olivary complex (see Fig 1B).

Unexpectedly, the \textit{TMx} cases also showed significant ipsilateral decrease in LOC innervation density (Fig 6C, p $<< 0.01$). That de-efferentation was especially pronounced in the basal half of the cochlea, where the LOC density was less than half of that seen in control ears (Fig 6C). In contrast, the mean MOC innervation density was not significantly different from control (p $> 0.05$). The possible relevance of this observation to cases of chronic middle ear infection is underscored by data from the two cases with otitis media. As shown in Fig 6C, the loss of LOC innervation in the \textit{OM ipsi} cases is similar to that seen in the \textit{TMx} ears. The loss of MOC innervation is very different from the \textit{TMx ipsi} ears, but similar to the \textit{OCx contra} ears, likely because the \textit{OM} cases also had an OC cut on the opposite side.

### Analysis of Afferent Innervation Density

At each synapse between a hair cell and a cochlear nerve fiber, a pre-synaptic ribbon in the hair cell apposes a post-synaptic density on the nerve terminal [28–29]. Thus, when the organ of Corti is immunostained with antibodies against a ribbon protein (CtBP2 [30]), and an AMPA-type glutamate receptor subunit (GluA2), each afferent synapse is seen as a pair of puncta (Fig 5C). Outer hair cell synapses (Fig 5A) do not immunostain with anti-GluA2 in the adult ear [20]. Here, we concentrate on the inner hair cell area, because all of the myelinated (fast-conducting) cochlear nerve fibers synapse there [31], and because the functional significance of the small population of unmyelinated sensory fibers contacting the outer hair cells is very poorly understood [32].

In the young adult mouse, there are from 10–18 cochlear-nerve synapses per inner hair cell, depending on cochlear location [20,33]. In the normally aging mouse, roughly 25% of those synapses disappear by 64 wks [10]. Prior work showed that this age-related cochlear neuropathy increases significantly in partially de-efferented cochleas [13]. Here, we observed that de-efferentation accelerates cochlear neuropathy, whether the de-efferentation was due to cutting the OC bundle (p $<< 0.01$) or a chronic conductive hearing loss, and whether the conductive hearing loss was by TM removal (p $<< 0.01$) or otitis media (p $<< 0.01$) (Fig 7). The data in Fig 6 suggest that the condition of the LOC system is most relevant to the development of afferent synaptopathy. \textit{TMx ipsi} cases show increasing LOC loss from apex to base (Fig 6C), and a similar gradient of afferent synaptopathy (Fig 7). The condition of the MOC innervation appears unrelated to the afferent synaptopathy: MOC innervation was normal in \textit{TMx ipsi}
cases and OCx contra cases show no significant synaptic loss (p > 0.05), despite MOC loss approaching 40% in some cochlear regions (Fig 6D).

When examined on a case-by-case basis, there was a correlation between the degree of LOC loss in a particular cochlear region and the degree of synaptic loss in the same confocal z-stack (Fig 8A: r = 0.60). There was a similar correlation between degree of LOC de-efferentation and the decrement in maximum amplitude of ABR wave 1 in the same case and frequency region (Fig 8B: r = 0.60).

Analysis of Spatial Patterning in the Inner Hair Cell Area

Cochlear nerve fibers are divided into functional subgroups with spatial polarization of their hair cell contacts: high-threshold fibers with low spontaneous rates (SRs) synapse on the side of the inner hair cell closer to the modiolus, while low-threshold fibers with high SRs synapse on the side of the hair cell closer to the pillar cells [28]. Since low-SR fibers are more vulnerable to age and noise [34–35], we analyzed the spatial patterning of synapses along the modiolar-pillar axis.
As seen in Fig 5D, the synapses under the inner hair cells are normally found in a cloud that is elongated along the modiolar-pillar axis. Prior studies show that modiolar synapses have larger ribbons and smaller GluA patches than pillar synapses [20]. Here, qualitative analysis suggested that this elongate cloud collapsed along the modiolar-pillar axis in de-efferented ears, whether the de-efferentation was caused by OC lesion or by conductive hearing loss (See Fig 5H and 5L). A more quantitative analysis of the spread of synapses along the modiolar-

![Graph showing synaptic counts across Cochlear Frequency (kHz)]

Fig 7. Inner hair cell synaptic counts are reduced in ears ipsilateral to either OC lesion, TM removal or chronic otitis media. For each group, mean synaptic counts (± SEMs) were normalized to means of age-matched controls (64 wks). Group sizes are as defined in Fig 2.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0142341.g007

As seen in Fig 5D, the synapses under the inner hair cells are normally found in a cloud that is elongated along the modiolar-pillar axis. Prior studies show that modiolar synapses have larger ribbons and smaller GluA patches than pillar synapses [20]. Here, qualitative analysis suggested that this elongate cloud collapsed along the modiolar-pillar axis in de-efferented ears, whether the de-efferentation was caused by OC lesion or by conductive hearing loss (See Fig 5H and 5L). A more quantitative analysis of the spread of synapses along the modiolar-

![Graph showing synaptic counts across Cochlear Frequency (kHz)]

Fig 8. The relation between the degree of de-efferentation in the inner hair cell area and loss of afferent synapses (A) or ABR Wave 1 amplitude (B) is similar whether the de-efferentation is caused by OC lesion or by chronic conductive hearing loss. Data include all frequency regions from 8 to 45 kHz. Data are normalized to the mean value for age-matched controls at the appropriate frequency region. Wave 1 amplitudes (B) are extracted for stimulus levels from 60–80 dB SPL, as in Fig 3. Data are not shown for TMx ipsi and OM ipsi groups since conductive hearing loss, per se profoundly decreases ABR amplitudes. Groups and group sizes are as defined in Fig 2. Key in A also applies to B.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0142341.g008
pillar axis clearly showed the trend towards a more compact cloud in the de-efferented ears (Fig 9A), with no change from age-matched controls in the ears contralateral to the de-efferentation (Fig 9B).

In prior work [21], we noted that the elongation of the normal synaptic cloud arose, at least in part, because adjacent hair cells take up staggered positions, when viewed along the hair cell row, presumably to increase packing density of these flask-shaped cells, which are larger in diameter at their basolateral poles than at their cuticular plates (Fig 9E). In the de-efferented ears, qualitative analysis suggested that this alternating alignment of adjacent hair cells largely disappeared: compare the compact distribution of inner hair cell nuclei in Fig 5H and 5L to the diffuse distribution in the normal ear, Fig 5D. Again, a more quantitative analysis clearly showed this difference (Fig 9C): de-efferented ears show a compact nuclear alignment, while the contralateral ears look like age-matched controls. It may not be a coincidence that, in the normal ear, there is a correlation between the apex-base pattern of LOC innervation density (Fig 9D) and the apex-base pattern of nuclear spread (Fig 9C). One interpretation of these trends is that a dense LOC innervation enhances overall metabolic rate in inner hair cells, which increases their diameters, which, in turn, increases nuclear misalignment. Correspondingly, a loss of efferent innervation causes inner hair cell hypotrophy and thereby increases the alignment of adjacent nuclei.

**Fig 9.** Loss of efferent innervation, whether by OC lesion or chronic conductive hearing loss, compresses the spatial distribution of afferent synapses (A,B), and inner hair cells (C), along the modiolar-pillar axis; the staggered packing of adjacent hair cells, which arises from hair cell hypertrophy, is normally maximal (C) at cochlear locations where the LOC innervation is densest (D). A,B: Spatial distribution of inner hair cell afferent synapses along the modiolar-pillar axis for each experimental groups compared to age-matched controls. Synaptic location is defined as described in Methods. Mean values are shown for each group within each 1-μm location bin. Data are combined across all cochlear locations. C: Staggering of the inner hair cell row was quantified by measuring the nuclear spread (see schematic in E), as seen in yz projections of confocal z-stacks (Fig 5). Mean values (±SEMs) are shown. D: Mean density of LOC innervation (±SEMs) in age-matched control ears as a function of cochlear location. Symbol keys in A,B also apply to C,D. E: Schematic illustrating the staggered positioning of inner hair cell nuclei along the modiolar pillar axis, and the measure of “nuclear spread” used to quantify it.

[doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0142341.g009](http://dx.doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0142341.g009)
Discussion

OC-mediated protection against age-related neuropathy and hair cell death

Rather than providing protection by reducing the acoustic drive to the inner ear, a chronic conductive hearing loss induced by TM removal increased cochlear-nerve synaptopathy in the ipsilateral ear. The loss of hair cell synapses was as dramatic as that seen after complete surgical de-efferentation (Fig 7). Furthermore, a conductive hearing loss of 1-yr duration also reduced the density of OC terminals in the cochlear epithelium, suggesting that the loss of efferent feedback, per se, was the common cause of the cochlear synaptopathy (Fig 6). The further observation that otitis media caused similar cochlear de-efferentation and cochlear-nerve synaptopathy to that seen after TM removal (Fig 6) strongly suggests that it is the loss of acoustic drive that caused the changes in cochlear efferent and afferent innervation densities, rather than some other effect of the TM surgery, such as transient acoustic trauma from manipulation of the eardrum. Further evidence is provided by the demonstration that complete TM removal in mouse causes minimal changes in bone-conduction thresholds, even when coupled with the more traumatic procedure of removing the malleus [36]. The fact that all experimental groups underwent anesthetization and minor pinna surgery on each cochlear-function test day (see Methods) strongly suggests that it is the TM removal that caused the cochlear degeneration, rather than some less specific effect of anesthetization or surgical stress: the TM removal maneuver itself is exceedingly brief.

The present results also suggest that it is the LOC, rather than the MOC, division of the cochlea’s efferent feedback network that modulates the survival of cochlear nerve synapses in the aging ear. Since the (unmyelinated) LOC and the (myelinated) MOC fibers run intermingled within the OC bundle, surgical transection typically removes both types of efferent fibers in roughly equal proportion. Chronic conductive hearing loss, in contrast, affected only the density of LOC terminals (Fig 6). Since TM removal causes synaptopathy comparable to that seen with OC bundle transection, the strong implication is that the synaptic protection is LOC mediated. The LOC system contains two subtypes, one cholinergic and one dopaminergic [37]. The dopaminergic population has been implicated in the neuro-protective effect: application of dopamine agonists can reduce spontaneous and sound-evoked discharge rates in cochlear nerve fibers, and perfusion of dopamine agonists through the cochlea during acoustic overexposure can reduce the prominent swelling of cochlear nerve terminals seen at short post-exposure survival times [16]. However, in mouse cochlea, the dopaminergic innervation is sparse [37], and thus it is difficult to use dopaminergic markers to assess the degree of de-efferentation.

Data obtained in this, and a prior, study suggest that LOC-mediated synaptic protection requires a “threshold level” of roughly 50% of the normal innervation density, above which, the synapses are protected, and below which some population of cochlear nerve synaptic terminals is at risk. In the present study, TM removal and OC bundle transection caused similar degrees of cochlear synaptopathy in the basal half of the cochlea (Fig 7), yet the TM removal caused only 50–60% loss of LOC terminals, whereas the OC bundle transection removed > 90% of the LOC innervation (Fig 6). A prior study of OC bundle transection, using a different surgical approach, achieved a less complete degree of de-efferentation. However, being just over the putative “threshold” of 50% in most cochlear regions, this partial de-efferentation also enhanced cochlear synaptopathy [13]. Conversely, the ears contralateral to TM removal in the present study showed only 40% loss of LOC terminals, and correspondingly did not demonstrate any significant cochlear synaptopathy compared to age-matched controls (Figs 6 and 7).
The loss of LOC innervation was also correlated with hypotrophy of the inner hair cells, manifested as an increased alignment of adjacent nuclei when viewed along the cochlea’s spiral axis (Fig 9A). Although this hypotrophy could arise directly from the chronic decrease in acoustic stimulation, the coincidence of the normal LOC density peak with the normal peak in inferred hair cell hypertrophy (Fig 9C and 9D) suggests that the changes in hair cell size are driven by the LOC innervation, perhaps via the small population of direct synapses between LOC terminals and inner hair cells [27], or perhaps indirectly via their synapses on cochlear nerve terminals.

MOC terminals are virtually all cholinergic [38–39], and their activation inhibits the outer hair cells and reduces their normal contribution to cochlear amplification. MOC fibers are responsive to sound and thus form the effector arm of a sound-evoked negative feedback loop that reduces sound-evoked mechanical motions of the cochlear partition [40]. Present results are consistent with many prior reports suggesting that this negative feedback loop can protect the outer hair cells from acoustic overstimulation [41–42], except in the present study the only acoustic stimulation present was the everyday noise of the animal vivarium. Here we show that outer hair cell survival is modestly jeopardized in ears with loss of the MOC terminals subsequent to OC bundle transection (Fig 4). Since outer hair cell survival is key to the maintenance of normal thresholds, these results are consistent with implications from human studies suggesting that age-related thresholds shifts are largely due to the accumulation of a lifetime of exposure to everyday sounds in our overly noisy modern environments [17]. They further support the idea that some of the inter-subject variability in vulnerability to age-related hearing loss may arise from individual differences in the strength of the sound-evoked MOC reflex [43].

Conductive hearing loss and the development of cochlear pathology

Sensory deprivation has long-lasting, deleterious effects on brain and behavior. In studies of the auditory system, disruption of the middle-ear has been a common manipulation used to acoustically deprive one ear. Most such studies have imposed the conductive hearing loss during the neonatal period [44–46] and most have evaluated the effects at the level of the auditory brainstem and cortex [47–48], rather than in the cochlea. There are many dramatic effects of acoustic deprivation on neuronal morphology and responses, especially when the deprivation occurs during a critical developmental period [49–51].

Here, we introduced acoustic deprivation at 6 wks of age, a time in the mouse when the ear appears mature in form, as seen in histological analysis at the light microscopic level, and in function, at least as far as can be observed by measuring thresholds by ABRs and DPOAEs [10]. Studies of unilateral conductive hearing loss of only a few weeks duration in adult guinea pigs reported dramatic changes to the mix of excitation and inhibition in cochlear nucleus responses, consistent with the view that the contralateral pathways increase activation to compensate for the ipsilateral threshold elevation [52]. Such a view is consistent with hints in the present study of elevated ABR Wave 1 amplitudes in the ears contralateral to TM removal (Fig 3C).

In prior work, we suggested that one function of the LOC system was to binaurally balance excitability of the left and right cochlear nerves in the face of changing sound transmission, due, for example to a unilateral conductive hearing loss [53]. Such binaural balance must be important in maintaining accuracy in sound localization that requires calculations based on interaural intensity differences. A prediction of that model is that unilateral conductive hearing loss should modulate cochlear nerve excitability in the opposite ear, hints of which were observed here (Fig 3C). A prior study failed to observe such an effect, but that study only
waited 1 month after TM removal [54]. Of course, in the proposed model, the modulation of auditory nerve activity was supposed to occur by changing the balance of LOC-mediated excitation and inhibition in the cholinergic and dopaminergic pathways, respectively, not by loss of LOC peripheral terminals, as observed here. Furthermore, in the present study, the changes in LOC innervation were not effective in counteracting the disruptive effects of the conductive hearing loss; indeed, the resultant partial de-efferentation appears to have exacerbated the loss of cochlear nerve synapses.

At least 80% of children will experience one or more bouts of otitis media before they reach 3 years of age, making it the most common cause for physician visits and medication prescriptions among children in the USA [55]. These bouts can persist for many months in some cases, and deficits in spatial hearing as well as receptive language skills can persist for years after the middle-ear pathology has resolved [56]. Several human studies suggest that chronic conductive hearing loss can slowly develop a sensorineural component as well [57–61]; however the only relevant human histopathological study concentrates on cases where a persistent bacterial infection in the middle ear appears to have spread to the inner ear, causing hair cell damage [62]. Data from the present study suggest that the auditory deprivation, per se, damages the efferent and afferent innervation of the hair cells, in ways similar to that seen in age-related and noise-induced hearing loss. Although the mechanisms underlying cochlear de-efferentation following sound-deprivation are not known, its effects need to be considered in the management of chronic conductive hearing loss in clinic.
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